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COVERING  DIMENSION  IN FINITE-DIMENSIONAL
METRIC  SPACES

JAPHETH  HALL,   JR.

Abstract. Let P:2v->-2v be a structure in a topological space

V such that P(0 )=0 , P({x})={x] if x e V, and P(Z) is closed if

Zç V. If G is a covering of V, let Gz={Xe G:xe X}. If A' is a set

and y is a set, let [X\ denote the cardinal number of X and X— Y=

{x€X:x(fc Y}. Let n be an integer such that n^. — 1. dimP V is

defined as follows: dinv K= -1 if V=0 . If Vjt 0 , then dim,, V=

n if (1) for each finite open covering G of V, there is an open refine-

ment Hof G such that \HX\ ̂/i +1 if x e V; and (2) there is a finite

open covering G of V such that if H is an open refinement of G, then

\HX\ ̂« + 1 for some x e V. We say that P has property (*) if for

each nonempty open T<= V and each X^ V such that P(X) ?¿ V and

x $ P(X-{¿-»whenever*e JTandeachxe[V-P(X)], [ Y-P{X)]r\

P(Xkj{x})^ 0. Theorem. If V is a metric space, P has property (•),

B£ V, B is finite,P(B)= Vandx $ P(B-{x}) ifxeB, then dinv K=

1*1-1.

1. Introduction. It is known [5, pp. 9, 93-99] that the covering

dimension of each finite-dimensional Euclidean space En is n, the usual

dimension. The purpose of this paper is to present a short proof of this

simply stated fact.

It is crucial that each finite-dimensional Euclidean space is a topological

space V in which there is a structure P:2V—*-2v [4, p. 317] such that £

is a closure structure having the exchange property ([2], [3], and [4]),

£(0)= 0, £({*}) = {*} for each xeV, and £(Z) is closed for each Zs V.

Indeed, if V=En, then the linear variety structure in V will suffice as £,

that is, if XÇ: V, then P(X) is the collection of all finite linear combinations

of elements of X with coefficients summing to 1.

Consider a structure £ in a set V and a subset X of V. By definition,

X is P-independent ([2] and [3]) if x $P(X-{x}) for each x e X; X is

a P-basis of V if X is £-independent and P(X)= V. By definition, the £-

dimension of V, £-dim V, exists if any two £-bases of V have the same

cardinal number.  If £-dim V exists, then £-dim V is the cardinal number
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of a P-basis of V. It is known ([2] and [3]) that if P is a closure structure

having the exchange property and V has a finite P-basis, then P-dim V

exists.

If G is a covering of a set V and xe V, then the symbol Gx shall denote

[X e G:x e X}. If A' is a set and Tis a set, the symbol A"— Y shall denote

{x e X:x $ Y}, and the symbol \X\ shall denote the cardinal number of AT.

Throughout the remainder of this paper it is assumed that V is a topologi-

cal space and P is a structure in V such that P(0)= 0, P({x}) = {x) for

each x e V and P'Z) is closed for each Zç V.

The covering dimension of V relative to P, dim... V, is defined as follows:

dim,, V= — 1 if V— 0. If kV 0 and « is a cardinal number, then dim¡, V=

n if (1) and (2) are true: (1) For each finite open covering G of V, there

is an open refinement H of G [an open covering of V such that if X e H,

then Xç Y for some Y e G] such that \Hx\z%n+l for each xeV, and

(2) There is a finite open covering G of V such that if H is an open re-

finement of G, then |//J^/j+] for some xe V.

We say that P has property (*) if for each nonempty open subset Y of

V and each /"-independent subset X of V such that A" is not a P-basis of l7

and each x e [K— P(X)], Y-P(X) contains an element of P(XyJ{x}).

It is shown (Theorem 1) that if G is a finite open covering of V and B

is a P-basis of K, then there is an open refinement HB of G such that

\iHb)x\=.\B\ f°r eacn -ïeC; and (Theorem 2) that if K is a metric space

and P has property (*) while B is a finite P-basis of V, then there is a

finite open covering G,¡ of K such that if H is an open refinement of GB,

then \HX\~^\B\ for some x 6 V. It follows (Theorem 3) that if Kis a metric

space and P has property (*) while B is a finite P-basis of V, then

dim,, K=|S|-1.

2. Main results. If F is a metric space, then the following notation

will be used: If r is a positive real number and A' is a nonempty subset of

V, then the symbol Xr shall denote {x e V:d(x, X)<r}, where d is the

metric on V. The term "poset" [1, p. 1] will be used to refer to a pair

(W, R) such that W is a set and R is a partial order relation on W.

Theorem 1. If G is a finite open covering of V and B is a P-basis of V,

then there is an open refinement H,¡ of G such that \(H,¡)X\^\B\ for each

xe V.

Proof. Assume that G is a finite open covering of V, and that B is a

P-basis of V. Since P(0)=0 and P({x}) = {x} for each xe V, it follows

that if 5=0 or£={x}forsomexe V, then V=P(B)=B, so that C={K}.

Hence, if B= 0 or B={x) for some x e V, then let HH = G. Consider the

case that |P|>I.  Let b e B.  Using  Hausdorff's maximal  principle  [1,
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p. 192], extend the chain {0} of the poset (2 " , s) to a maximal chain

K of (2B_{6}, ç ). Since G is finite, then f) Gx is open for each x e Fand

each element of the poset i{Gx:xe V}, ^)={Gx:x e V} is preceded by

some minimal element of {Gx:xe V}. Since £ is monotone and B is

£-independent, it follows that each subset of £ is £-independent. Hence,

since 0 e A:and£(0)=0, it follows that the collection H of all (f) C7x)n

[V—PiX)] such that Gx is a minimal element of {Gy :y e V} and X e K is an

open refinement of G. Assume that x e V. Choose a minimal element Gc

of {Gv:y e V} such that G0SG„. Then f] Gx^ f) Gc while x e f) Gx. It

follows that the elements of Hx are among the sets if] GV)C\[V— £(Ar)]

such that A'eA' and C7„ is a minimal element of {C7z:zeK} while

\{V-PiX):XeK}\ = \B\. Therefore, \HX\ = \B\. Let HB = H. The proof is

complete.

Theorem 2. If V is a metric space and P has property (*) while B is a

finite P-basis of V, then there is a finite open covering GB of V such that if

H is an open refinement of GB, then \HX\ = \B\ for some xeV.

Proof. Assume that F is a metric space such that £ has property (*)

while £ is a finite £-basis of V. If B= 0 or B={x} for some xe V, then

let GB = {V}. Consider the case that |£|>1. Let « be a positive integer

such that \B\=n+l. Let B consist of exactly n+l elements x¿ of V, with

1<I<«+1. Let Xn+X=B. If0=k=n, then let Xn_k=X{n_k)+x-{xn^k}.

Let r be a positive real number. Let G consist of precisely the following

sets: P{Xk\, with l=k=n and Xü=0. Since £(Z) is closed for each

Zç V, it follows that G is a finite collection of open subsets of V. Consider

any element x of V. If xeP{Xx), then xe [PiXx)r-PiXk_x)]£ U G. If

x$PiXx), let m be the largest positive integer such that xePiXm), so

that x e [£(Arm+1)r-£(ZJ]ç |J G. It follows that G is a finite open

covering of V. Assume that His an open refinement of G. If 1 =k=n +1, let

Hk be the collection of all X e H such that x e X for some x e [PiXk) —

PiXk_x)]. Since xxe [PiXx)—PiX0)], then Hx contains an element Yx.

It follows from (*) that YX—P{XX) contains an element yx of £(^2), so

that yxe[PiX2)—P{Xx)}. Hence yxe Y2 for some Y2eH2 such that

y¡¡ £ Hx. If «=2, then it follows from (*) that ( Yxn Y2)-PiX2) contains

an element j2of£(Ar3),so that y2 e [£(Ar3)-£(A'2)]and Y2 i [£(^¿)-£(A'i_1)]

if l^z'^2. It follows by induction that there is a collection {Yf.l^i—^n}

of elements of H such that if l=k=n, then (f) {Yi:l=i'=k})-P{Xk)

contains an element yk of P{Xk+x) while Yi ̂  H¡ if l^j<i=k. It follows

that yne[PiXn+x)-PiXn)} and yn^[PiXi)-PiXi_x)} if l=i=n. Let

x=yn. Then x e Yn+X for some Yn+X e Hn+X such that Yn+X £ Hi if 1 =i=n.

It follows that {Yi:l=i=n + l}^Hx, so that |//J=«+1. Therefore,

|//jj_|£| for some j e V. The proof is complete.
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Theorem 3. If V is a metric space and P has property (*) while B is

a finite P-basis of V, then dimP V=\B\ — 1.

Proof. Suppose that V is a metric space such that P has property (*)

while B is a finite P-basis of V. It follows from Theorem 1 that if G is a

finite open covering of V, then there is an open refinement HB of G such

that \(HB)X\^\B\ for each xeV. Application of Theorem 2 yields a

finite open covering GB of V such that if H is an open refinement of GB,

then |/4|^|5| for some x e V. Therefore, dim,, ^=1^1 — 1. The proof is

complete.

Corollary. If V is a metric space and P has property (*) while V has

a finite P-basis and P-dim V exists, then dimP V= [P-dim V]—l.

The linear variety structure Q in En is a closure structure having the

exchange property and property (*), Q-dim En exists and En has a finite

g-basis of exactly «4-1 elements. Therefore, dimQ E"=n.
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